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Broad RNAi Analysis Tool:  RNAeyes 
New user quick reference 

 
Section 1: Overview 
 

Welcome to RNAeyes.  This software, which runs from the command line on either PCs 
or Macs, will allow users to view and analyze screening data.    

This tool can be used to examine infection efficiency, check the data quality of each plate, 
run plate replicate comparisons, observe the hairpin distribution throughout the plate or batch, 
and export raw or normalized data by well or hairpin.  

 
Data model overview: 
RNAeyes was developed to help screeners at the Broad visualize and analyze their 
experimental results. Therefore, some assumptions are made about aspects of the 
experimental protocol. Understanding some of these assumptions might help to make the 
operation of the RNAeyes more intuitive. 

1. A Screen is a set of experiments that are performed with the intent of addressing a 
focused set of biological questions. The screens are assumed to be RNAi-based 
experiments using either 96- or 384-wells plates containing human or mouse cells that 
are infected with viruses that induce the production of shRNA (“hairpins”) in the 
infected cells. 

2. Screens are assumed to be ‘arrayed’ (as opposed to ‘pooled’), in that a single hairpin 
is induced in each well. (Of course, there will be many thousands of copies of the 
hairpin in the well.) 

3. A Batch consists of a set of screening plates, generally all infected on the same day 
and grown under the same conditions. Batches provide a way to group plates and 
isolate effects that occur due to variability in lab conditions, batches of reagents, etc., 
which can affect a group of plates as a whole. Note that each batch name must be 
unique within a data set (data contained in a single input file). 

4. A Plate generally refers to a 96- or 384-well plate of cells that has been infected with 
shRNA-inducing viruses, one virus/hairpin per well. Wells of the plate are referenced 
by a single-letter row (A, B, …, P.) and a one- or two-digit column (1, 2, …, 24) 

5. Plates are assumed to have been infected from a virus source plate with a specific 
‘plate-map’, with each well containing a specific virus. The same virus source plate is 
generally used to create multiple biological replicates of the same infection plate, 
each having the same virus plate map (e.g., all replicate plates infected from virus 
plate VP01 will have the same virus applied to well B10.) 

6. The viruses induce puromycin resistance in all infected cells. This assumption is the 
basis for the infection efficiency computations performed by RNAeyes. In order to 
measure the infection efficiency (IE), at least one of the biological replicates for a 
virus source plate must be treated with puromycin (puro+) and at least one replicate 
must be left untreated (puro-). If the same number of cells are ‘seeded’ into each well 
of each plate, the IE can be computed as the ratio of the number of cells that survive 
puromycin selection in a treated (puro+) well to the number of cells in the 
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corresponding untreated (puro-) well, since only cells that are infected with the 
shRNA-inducing virus will survive the puromycin treatment. 

7. When a well is labeled ‘EMPTY’, this means that the well contains cells, but no virus 
was applied to the well. It is important to note that the wells are not actually empty, 
since they do contain cells, but that the cells are ‘empty’ of virus. EMPTY wells can 
be a convenient way to determine if a plate is correctly labeled as ‘puro+’ or ‘puro-‘ , 
since all the cells in EMPTY wells should be killed when puromycin is applied. 

8. ‘Control hairpins’ refers to hairpins that are designed to target genes that do not occur 
in the human or mouse genome, such as GFP, lacZ, luciferase, etc. (although these 
hairpins may cause an observable phenotype, due to off-target effects.)  

9. PGW refers to a special control virus that does not induce the production a hairpin, 
and only provides partial puromycin resistance. Since this virus tends to behave 
somewhat differently from other viruses, wells infected with PGW are analyzed 
separately in RNAeyes from control, valid hairpins, or EMPTY wells. 
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Section 2: Quick Start Guide 
 
 Once you have installed RNAeyes (Section 3) and have data files in the correct input 
format (Section 5), you can use RNAeyes to view the data and assess its quality as well as 
observe specific features of the data.  A typical work flow would be the following: 

1. Check infection efficiency for each plate to evaluate the overall effectiveness of the 
infection process and individual plate variations or potential problems. 
2. Assess the data quality of your overall experiment to ensure consistent results. 
3. Go through plate scoring to compare plate-level results, normalize using a variety of 
metrics and identify spatial effects that might influence results. 
4. Choose to save data from the well or hairpin levels as desired. 

 
Section 3: Installation  
 

1. Installation requirements for RNAeyes 

◦ Check the default version of JAVA (Java version 1.5 or higher required, 1.6 preferable) 

▪ Access the C:\ Command Prompt on Windows or the Terminal on Macs 

▪ Enter: java -version (This will report the version of java the user has) 

▪ If you do not have version 1.5 or higher, then download the latest Java version 
from http://www.java.com/en/download and follow the instructions for 
installation for your operating system 

▪ NOTE: You must make the newly downloaded version of Java your default 
version or specify the java version when starting the program (see the java manual 
for details). 

2. Start RNAeyes by typing the following line in at the DOS prompt (or creating a MS-DOS 
batch file that executes the line, or doing the equivalent in your local operating system): 

java –Xmx1000m –Xms100m –jar RNAeyes.jar –f 

Note: In the line above, “-Xms100m” and “-XmX1000m” indicate to the Java VM to 
start with an allocation of at least 100Mb of virtual memory, and allow up to 1Gb 
(1,000Mb) of virtual memory to be allocated, respectively. These parameter settings will 
help to keep RNAeyes from running out of memory when large amounts of screening 
data are loaded. 
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Section 4: Running RNAeyes 

3. Upload your tab-separated file of data to be analyzed by clicking on the “Select assay 
datafile” button (See Section 5: Preparing Files for Input into RNAeyes for details on 
the format of the input files.) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
4. When the data file is finished loading, the Plate Scoring tab will be selected. Look at 

Infection Efficiency by clicking on the tab: 
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5. This opens up the Infection Efficiency window with the information on the infection 
efficiency. (Note: This assumes that your data set contains plate replicates with and 
without puromycin applied and the assay method measures cell viability. If puromycin 
selected (puro+) plates are not included, no comparison to unselected (puro-) plates is 
possible, and no data will be displayed in the Infection Efficiency panel. If the assay 
method does not measure cell viability, information displayed in this panel will not be a 
true measurement of infection efficiency. In this case, entries in the “use for IE” column 
of the input file should be set to “no” to prevent data points from being incorrectly 
filtered out of the data set.) 

 

 
 

The Infection Efficiency window displays a dot-plot and histogram of the infection 
efficiency (IE) for each well of all virus plates used for the screening data set. In addition, 
the user can remove poorly infected wells from the analysis by setting three rejection 
thresholds: IE max, IE min, and Low end cutoff.  
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The yellow areas in the Infection Efficiency dot-plot give a visual representation of the 
present threshold settings. All points within the yellow areas are removed from 
processing. The Low end cutoff allows any wells with values below the threshold to be 
included in the processing, regardless of their IE.   
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Furthermore, the Infection Efficiency Distribution displays a histogram of the distribution of 
infection efficiencies, broken down by the well type (valid hairpin, empty, control, or pgw).  The 
three buttons (red arrow in figure below) allow the user to select the view of the data as a Percent 
of...: 

 Total: the bars of the histogram show the distribution as a percent of all wells. 
 Type: the bars show the distribution as a percent of each well type. For example, the 

red bars show the distribution of the controls as a percent of the total number of 
control wells.  

 Non-empty: Since the empty wells tend to have very low infection efficiency, by 
choosing the Type display, the empty wells usually have a very high peak toward the 
low end of the histogram, which expands the y-axis and makes the bars for the other 
well types difficult to read. By choosing Non-empty, the empty wells are removed, 
which allows the other well types to be more easily seen. 
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Additional notes on the Infection Efficiency Window: 
1. The table can be sorted by column by clicking the column headers. (Click on either Virus 

Plate / Batch / #puro+ / #puro- / hp% / empty %). Note: the last two columns indicate the 
percentage of the wells of the particular type that would be rejected using the currently 
selected thresholds. That is, 
 hp % =  percentage of valid hairpins (not EMPTY, control or PGW) on this virus plate 

(for this screen and this batch) rejected by the thresholds  
 empty % = percentage of empty wells rejected by the thresholds 

2. The infection efficiency for each well can be examined one plate at a time, for a subset of the 
plates, or all plates simultaneously. When one of the virus plates is selected, the dots on the 
dotplot for all plates not corresponding to that virus plate are dimmed to allow the user to see 
the selected plate points in the context of all other plates. Multiple plates can be selected 
using the Ctrl or Shift key as with other Windows-based applications. To restore the view to 
show all plates, select "Examine all plates."   

3. The Axis autoscale off (on) button allows the user to select whether or not the axis is scaled 
to the highest value over the entire set of plates (off), or to the highest value over only the 
selected set of plates. This is useful when, for example, several different cell lines are being 
examined simultaneously and one cell line results in a very small number of cells and another 
has a cell count an order of magnitude higher. With autoscale off, the axes will be scaled to 
the higher cell number, causing all wells from the other cell line to be clustered near 0 on the 
plot. By selecting the virus plate with the lower cell count and selecting autoscale on, the 
scale will be expanded to make the small cell counts more visible. To remind the user or the 
present setting of this control, the button is green when autoscaling is off and red when it is 
on. 

4. ‘Wells outside threshold limits’ (circled in blue on the previous figure) displays statistics 
indicating the number and percentage of wells of each type that will be rejected using the 
presently selected thresholds, along with the total number of wells of that type across the 
entire screening set for the selected virus plates. For example, if all of the virus plates are 
selected (either by default, or by clicking the ‘Examine all plates’ button), the ‘control:’ row 
of the box will display the number of control wells rejected using thresholds, the total 
number of control wells in the data set, and the percentage of control wells rejected by 
applying the thresholds. Note that EMPTY wells are actually always removed from the 
analysis. This display simply gives an indication of how many of the EMPTY wells would be 
removed by applying the selected thresholds. If the thresholds need to be set unusually high 
to remove all of the EMPTY wells, it might be an indication of a problem with the plates. 
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Data Quality Window 
To enter the Data Quality Window, click on the tab at the top of the panel. 
 

 
When you are in the Data Quality window, you will see two panels.  The upper panel displays 
information about the Raw Data for raw plate scores (unnormalized) and the lower panel, Score, 
gives information about plate scores (z-score, b-score, etc.) in a `box-and-whisker' format. In this 
format, each bar represents the distribution of data for one plate. 
The chart indicates the following data items: 

▪ The mean value is drawn as a filled circle; the median is drawn as a short 
horizontal line; 

▪ The box highlights the range from quartile 1 to quartile 3; 

▪ The capped line extending from each end of the box indicates the full range of 
regular values; 

▪ Hollow circles are used to indicate outlier values;  

▪ Triangles at each extreme indicate the presence of far out values.1 
                                                 
1 JFreeChart documentation, Chapter 35. Package: Org.Jfree.Chart.Renderer.Category 
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These plots can be used to assess the overall quality of the data.  Green bars indicate unselected 
(puro-) plates and red/pink bars indicate selected (puro+) plates. As an example of how these 
displays can be used to assess the data quality, plate IP12+2 (the 10th bar from the left in the 
Batch1 raw data chart) and plate IP04+2 (the 10th bar from the left in the Batch2 raw data chart) 
both appear to have significantly different distributions from all of the other plates in their 
respective groups. Further analysis of these plates might indicate that they should be removed 
from the plate set.  
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Plate Scoring Window 
 
This window is designed to enable plate-by-plate review of results and to identify any potential 
errors or issues with individual plates that may impact the overall analysis of the data.  Enter the 
Plate Scoring window from the tab at the top of the panel. 
 
 

 
 
 

/  =  Empty Well  /  = Control Well  /   = Sample Well 
 

Raw Data = unprocessed data values directly from plate reader (e.g., EnVision /Celomics). 
Scores = data values calculated using the scoring method (selected from the “Scoring 
Method” panel on the right side of the window2). 
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Navigation within the Plate Scoring window: 
 

 
 
Step 1: Plate Subset Selection 
 Choose the desired plates to be analyzed: 

 only selection +:  puromycin positive (puro+) plates 
 only selection –: puromycin negative (puro-) plates 
 all plates:  all plates 

  Assay features can also be selected:  
 Features listed will correspond to the column headers (and ‘dataFields’ entry) in 

the input file. The initial selected feature will correspond to the ‘defaultField’ 
specified in the input file. When a different feature is selected, the chosen 
normalization method will be applied to this new feature. The selected feature 
will be highlighted in red until the calculation is complete. (Note: this may take 
up to a minute with large plate sets.) 
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Step 2: Scoring Method 
 Select the statistical analysis method to be applied to the plate set.  
 

 
 The choices are: 

▪ Infection efficiency:if cell number type data has been loaded with comparable 
puromycin (+) and (-) replicates, this is calculated as puro (+)/ puro (-)  

▪ b-score: normalization method to accommodate edge effects or other assay 
effects.2 

▪ z-score: x -  , where x also includes empty and control wells. 
                            2 

▪ robust z-score: x – median in which MAD, Median Absolute Deviation 
                               MAD is essentially the median equivalent of 2 

▪ raw score: unprocessed data directly from the plate reader. 
 

                                                 
2 Malo, et al. Nature Biotechnology, V24, Feb 2006, p168 
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NOTE:  The z- or b-score analysis is applied to all wells. However, the analysis 
parameters (e.g. plate mean, standard deviation, etc.) are computed excluding empty wells, pgw 
wells, and wells with infection efficiency outside of the range of the thresholds set on the 
Infection Efficiency tab. 

 
 

Step 3: Assess Individual Plate and Well Features 
 

Hovering over a well will display: well location, gene symbol, gene description, and score.  
Plates can be excluded from analysis by highlighting on the plate of interest in the list located at 
the top of the window and hitting the Delete key. The excluded plate(s) will show up highlighted 
in pink. To include these plates again, simply select the plate and hit Delete again. 
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Step 4: Scoring Granularity 

  

 There are different levels of analysis possible.  An entire plate or a quadrant of a plate 
can be analyzed:  

 

 
 

◦ Plate-based: the entire plate is computed together (whether 96 or 384 well format) 

◦ Quadrant-based: the program takes each of the ‘interleaved’ quadrants of the 384 
well plate and analyzes it as a separate 96-well plate, then merges the analysis results 
back into a 384 well plate. The 4 ‘interleaved’ quadrants are defined as follows: 

 Q1: wells A01, A03, …, A23, C01, C03, etc. 
 Q2: wells A02, A04, …, A24, C02, C04, etc. 
 Q3: wells B01, B03, …, B23,  D01, D03, etc. 
 Q4: wells B02, B04, …, B24, D02, D04, etc. 

This is used to compensate for effects that might occur due to discrepancies between 
the four 96-well source plates used to create the 384-well virus plate used for 
infection.  
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Step 5: Use of Control Wells 

 
Users have a choice of how to use the control wells in the normalization method. 
 

 
 
There are three options: 

◦ Treat as hairpins:  control wells and ‘valid’ hairpin wells (i.e., wells that are neither 
EMPTY nor pgw wells) are used in normalization.  

◦ Use only for normalization:  only control wells are used in the mean and variance 
(median and MAD) statistics for the z-score (robust z-score). 

◦ Remove from analysis:  control wells are not used in statistics computations. 
 
Note: If the selected plate doesn’t contain any control wells, only treat as hairpins will be 

selectable. 
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Saving Analysis Results 
 
There are methods that can be used to save analyzed data (marked by arrows in the figure below):  

▪ Well Level 

▪ Hairpin Level 

▪ RIGER format 
 

 
 

 

1. Save Well-level Results – Saves information for every well of every plate, except those 
plates that are de-selected using the Delete key. 
Note: In the output file, the last column indicates the type of well as follows: 

-2 for PGW 
-1 for Controls 
0 for empty 
1 for valid hairpins 
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2. Save Hairpin-level Results – Saves all hairpin information, averaging the results for 
replicates of the same hairpin. When saving hairpin-level data, there are two additional 
controls that determine how multiple hairpin observations should be combined: 

A. Selection (puro) Grouping:  
 combine puro+/puro-: hairpins will be combined, regardless of puro selection 

status 
 separate puro+/puro-:  puro+ and puro- observations are averaged separately 

(default) 
B. Batch grouping: 

 combine batches: if the same hairpin is assayed in multiple batches, the 
observations will all be averaged together 

 keep separate: observations of the same hairpin in different batches are treated 
separately (default) 

3. Save RIGER data: Save data for use in the GENE-E (formerly RIGER) analysis 
software, available at http://sourceforge.net/projects/gene-e/. This software provides a 
combining multiple hairpin-level scores to estimate a gene-level score. 

 
 

Section 5: Preparing Files for Input into RNAeyes 
 

General: 

 The required file format is tab-delimited.  

 All lines beginning with the ‘#’ character will be treated as comments 

 Blank lines are ignored (i.e. treated as comment lines) 

 Only one file may be loaded at a time. Multiple data sets may be added at the same time 
by simply concatenating input files into a single file, then loading the concatenated file. 

 

Overview: 

Using properly formatted flat files, screening data may be loaded into RNAeyes for visualization. 
The format of this file allows data to be grouped by screen (with multiple batches of plates in 
each screen) and batch (with multiple plates in each batch). In addition, various plate-level 
attributes may be specified (e.g., the type of selection applied to each plate, the selection status of 
each plate, the virus plate used for infection, etc.), as well as well-level information (row, column, 
hairpin ID, etc.). Some of the well- and plate-level information is required by RNAeyes, and 
some is provided as a convenience for the user.  
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Data block header: 

Each block of assay data (which may include data for one or many plates) must begin with a 
header line indicating the contents of each column following the header until the next header line 
(if there is one) is encountered. The header line must have all of the following fields, and they 
must be placed in the specified order. In the data block following the header, columns may 
optionally be left blank as indicated below: 

Column Header Description Data in block 

1 screen name 
Name given to this set of batches of 
plates 

required 

2 batch name Name given to this batch of plates required 

3 plate name 
Individual plate name (must be unique 
within a batch of plates) 

required 

4 selection 
Type of selection used (usually 
puromycin) 

optional 

5 sel. status 
Whether selection was applied to this 
plate (‘yes’ or ‘no’, case insensitive) 

required 

6 use for IE 
Whether this plate should be used for 
computing infection efficiency (‘yes’ 
or ‘no’, case insensitive). 

required (See 
Infection 
Efficiency 
Computation 
below) 

7 condition 

Additional plate information used for 
sub-grouping of plates within a batch. 
For example, ‘hypoxic’, ‘doxycycline 
applied’, etc. 

optional 

8 row The well’s row coordinate (A,B,C,…P) required 
9 col The well’s column coordinate (1-24) required 

10,…,n 
assay parameter 

names 
Assay parameter names, as specified in 
the ‘dataFields’ line above. 

required 

n+1 virus plate ID 

An identifier for the virus plate used 
for infection. The virus plate ID should 
be the same for all plates infected from 
the same virus plate. 

required, but no 
specific format 

n+2 cloneID 

The clone/virus identifier for the virus 
used to infect this well. Used for 
grouping multiple observations of the 
same hairpin from multiple biological 
replicates. 

required, but no 
specific format 

n+3 hairpin 
description 

The name/description of the hairpin 
used to infect this well.  

optional 

n+4 geneID 
An ID for the gene targeted by this 
hairpin  

optional 

n+5 symbol 
The gene symbol of the gene targeted 
by this hairpin 

optional 

n+6 preferred name A longer description of the gene optional 
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Column Header Description Data in block 

n+7 taxon ID 
Taxonomic identification of the 
targeted gene (mouse, human, 9606, 
10090, etc.) 

optional 

n+8 type 

Hairpin type: 
 1=valid hairpin 
 0=EMPTY (i.e. no virus 

applied to this well) 
 -1=control (GFP, lacZ, etc.) 
 -2=PGW 

required 

 
 
 
Infection Efficiency Computation: 

The infection efficiency (IE) is computed for a hairpin as the ratio of puro+ to puro-. The assay 
feature selected by the ‘defaultField’ will be used for this computation. If multiple biological 
replicates are performed, the median of the assayed values is used. For an assay to be considered 
a biological replicate (for purposes of computing the IE), the assays must have the same screen 
name, batch name, and condition, as well as the same row, column, virus plate ID, and cloneID. 
In addition, the ‘use for IE’ flag for the well must be set to ‘yes’ for all the wells in that plate. If 
there is not at least one puro+ and one puro- assay for a plate, no IE can be computed. 

Note: Only cell viability assays will result in valid IE calculations. If the assay does not 
measure cell viability, the ‘use for IE’ flag should be set to ‘no’. If the assay provides 
multiple measurements per well (i.e. multiple assay feature columns in the data 
block), only some of which measure cell viability, be sure that first parameter 
column contains the feature that measures the cell viability. 

 
 

Input file construction: 

First, create a tab-delimited file with the header line as described above, followed by rows of 
data containing the first nine fields described above, followed by the assay data (one row per 
well of screening data), followed by the virus plate ID and the clone ID of the hairpin used in 
that well. 

The right-most 6 columns of the input file may be filled in using the Microsoft Excel vlookup 
function, using the cloneID as the key into a file containing rows from the cloneIdLookup.tab, 
which can be downloaded from the TRC website in the same directory as this file.  

Note: The cloneIdLookup.tab file has over 250,000 lines, therefore the whole file can not be 
loaded into most versions of Microsoft Excel. The best way to make use of this file is to 
extract only the lines corresponding to clone IDs that you have used in your screens. 
(This can be done using the Unix grep function for each required clone ID, appending the 
row for each clone ID into a smaller clone ID file.) 
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The Excel VLOOKUP function: 

For a detailed description of how to use the Excel vlookup function, please refer to the Microsoft 
Excel Help documentation. An example of how to use vlookup is included in the file 
vlookupTest.xls. (First, open the file cloneIdSubset.tab in Excel, then open vlookupTest.xls.) 
Select cell N2 in vlookupTest.xls. This cell contains the formula: 

=VLOOKUP($N2, cloneIdSubset.tab!$A:$G, 2, FALSE) 
 
The formula uses the cloneID ($N2) as a key to locate a row containing that key in the 
cloneIdSubset.tab file, columns A through G (cloneIdSubset.tab!$A:$G). When it finds a row 
containing the cloneID, it copies the contents of the 2nd cell of the row (2) into this cell. If an 
exact match is not found, #N/A will be entered into this cell (FALSE). 
 
 
 
 


